WHAT IS AUTHOR CENTRAL?

Amazon Author Central is a free service provided by Amazon that provides authors the ability to reach more readers, promote their books and interact with the community.

Author Central allows authors to:

- Add images
- Highlight positive reviews of their book
- Post videos
- List their author biography
- Pull in their Twitter and blog RSS feed
- Set up a customize author page on Amazon.com

BETTER CONTENT = BETTER SALES

Taylor and Francis is dedicated to promoting your book(s) on the world’s most popular bookstore. Having a well-developed author page on Amazon will increase your visibility but also provide you with access to more readers. Our ability to steer your title(s) to relevant Amazon customers through numerous email and onsite campaigns provides us with a solid foundation to build awareness and sales for your book(s).

HOW CAN YOU HELP?

To set up your account and reap all the benefits associated with marketing your book through Author Central, follow these steps:

1. Go to www.authorcentral.amazon.com and click Join Now.

2. Enter your e-mail address and password and click Sign in.
   - If you have an Amazon.com account, sign in with the e-mail address and password you use on that account.
   - If you do not have an existing Amazon.com account, select No, I am a new customer. You will be prompted to enter the necessary information.

3. Read the Author Central’s Terms and Conditions, and then click Agree to accept them.

4. Enter the name your books are written under. A list of possible book matches appears.

5. Select any one of your books. If your book is not in the list, you can search for it by title or ISBN. The book you select must be available for purchase on the Amazon.com website. Selecting the book creates the account.

6. When you receive the confirmation e-mail Amazon sends, confirm your e-mail address and identity.

Amazon will also contact us to verify your identity. Please be advised your customer information, such as product reviews or purchase history, remains private.
MAXIMIZING YOUR BOOK’S POTENTIAL WITH AMAZON’S AUTHOR CENTRAL

While you’re waiting for approval, you can still use some of Author Central’s features. For example, you can add or edit a photo or biography. Amazon holds your content until verification is complete. Other updates, such as blogging and making changes to the books listed in your bibliography, are not available until you’re confirmed.

Author Pages are created for each individual author listed as a contributor to a book. Although Amazon is unable to create a shared Author Page, multiple authors can join Author Central and manage an Author Page by both claiming the book. You can use the same photo and biography for both Author Pages, and can reference each other’s Author Pages by including information about your co-author or a URL to their Author Page in your biography. You can also accomplish this in a blog post through your RSS feed, allowing you to direct your readers to each other’s pages for quick access.

SAMPLE AUTHOR PAGES

Michael Freeman · Harold Davis · Chris Meyer

AMAZON INTERNATIONAL

Amazon has multiple sites around the world that function completely independently of each other. Please be advised the profile you create is solely for Amazon.com.

In addition to creating a profile on Amazon.com, authors are encouraged to increase their visibility worldwide.

Austria: Visit Amazon.at
Canada: Visit Amazon.ca
China: Visit Joyo.com

France: Visit Amazon.fr
Germany: Visit Amazon.de
Italy: Visit Amazon.it

Japan: Visit Amazon.co.jp
Spain: Visit Amazon.es
United Kingdom: Visit Amazon.co.uk